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Norman J. Altman

M. P. Coady

Pitkin's Provision Store
"Everything to Eat"

Altman - Coady Company

THE COLLEGE SHOP

Builders

Every Need for the College Man
Quality Products Only

Columbus, Ohio

1805 Cole Street
Fairfax 0967

HECKLER'S

Builders of

Shaffer Pool

MT. VERNON'S METROPOLITAN

Alumni House

2 - DRUG STORES -- 2

New Psi Upsilon Lodge

W. B. BROWN

Quality Workmanship from

J e iv e I e r

a Reliable Company

102 S. Main Street

SOUTHWORTH
TYPEWRITER PAPER

Steadily Pleasing Kenyon Men

JAMMERON'S
For Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing
in Gambier

&

R. V. HEADINGTON

A grade and weight
of paper for every
need.
_:_r

Super Service Station

LINCO

Dependable Linco Products
Goodrich Silvertowns
Chek-Chart Lubrication Service

SOUTHWORTH
EXECUTIVE STATIONERY
Specially designed for fraternity stationery
and personal use.

The Manufacturing Printers Co.
18 N. Main St.

720 Phone

parried in stock by

KENYON COLLEGE SHOP
Manufactured by

The Isaly Dairy Store
Luncheon and Fountain Service
The Pest in Dairy Foods

* .

West Springfield,
Massachusetts

CORRESPONDENCE
This department is reserved for the use of all Hika readers.
Correspondence on any subject concerning Kenyon will
be appreciated. We will not assume responsibility for or
necessarily agree ivith statements made in this department.

Gambier, Ohio,
April 26, 1937.

good sturdy romantics in the lot. I think
it will help an already creditable maga
zine enormously, in spite of the very
ordinary nature of love.

Editor, Hika
Kenyon College,
Gambier, Ohio.

Very truly yours,
G. S. MERRITT.

Sir:
The alumnus whose presence in Gam
bier this Commencement can be pre
vented only in the most Babylonian
fashion reveals not only determination
but scholarship. I refer to his spelling
of the only possible deterrent to his ap
pearance. Every philologist knows that
the initial w is an intrusive and ignor
ant addition, and I admire the gentle
man's courage in restoring the only true
form.
Yours for purity,
PHILOLOGUS.
i know you dont print anonymous let
ters and so i wont sign my name it
would be just too bad stop

Editor Hika
Kenyon College,
Gambier, Ohio.

Dear Sir:
Perhaps I had better say that I ad
mire your honest efforts to do just what
I want to warn you against. Here is
what I would like to hang a red flag on
as far as a collegiate publication is con
cerned; instructive or pseudo-instruc
tive commentaries on current govern
ment, economic, or social problems.
When offered by a personage so gener
ally and willingly misinterpreted as well
as derided as a college student they are
wasted space.
My fatalism about this is well
founded, as you yourself know. College
opinions are considered groundless and
half-baked. Even fellow students dis
believe, on the grounds that what they
do not know, no other student knows
better. If you want to buck against
that, all right.
I believe that in this same reason lies

Dear Sir:
It is genuinely uplifting to any old
ster like myself to read about men, more
men, and few women. But how do you
get away with it? Where is the essen
tial "love interest" so vigorously de
manded in the modern story?
As I look back upon my college days
I seem to recall almost constant obses
sion with "love interest," by my fellows
and myself. Useless to deny it. But
what of your writers, who although oc
casionally letting loose with a flash of
romance, seem more concerned with the
male angle of life? I think they are
determined not to think on it.
Honestly, see if there are not some

IN JUNE HIKA . .

THE TRIUMPH
OF THE BUMPKIN
in which true wit defeats
sophistication

CURTIS HOTEL
FOODS — FTNEST

Sincerely yours,
WM. CURBY,
Canton, Ohio.

Dear Sir:
Several months ago there appeared in
the World Digest, I believe it was, en
titled "The College Student Looks At
Marriage." Statistics gathered by a pro
fessor of sociology were quoted which
revealed some very interesting facts
about the present attitude of the college
student toward the greatest institution of
all.
I have noted your facetious interest in
what has been called by popular com
mentators "The Decline of the Male."
It seems to me you are presented with a
serious purpose well worth examination
in the article of the World Digest I have
mentioned. There is material for re
mark in it that should provide one of
the most interesting articles you have
turned out.
I sincerely hope that your staff or
you yourself will look into this. I trust
in your frankness and besides am very
curious indeed to read just what a col
lege student thinks about this business
of marriage in his own words.
Yours very truly,
JAS. MORRISON,
Canton, Ohio.

DAN EMMETT GRILL
FINEST

the popularity of the college humor
variety of student publication as op
posed to the admittedly more worthy
literary magazine. And yet yours is an
undoubted success. Just the same you
are getting away with murder, which,
you know, will out. You will retain your
present dignified status until something
snaps, and then you will immediately be
come as run-of-the-mill as any other
magazine. I continue to believe that
great trouble would have been saved had
you accepted current popularity of col
lege humor as the criterion and let it
go at that.
The Association of College Comics has
recognized the inevitability of this trend.
However, I note that you sidestepped
their proposals. Well, you have my sincerest good wishes, if not my expecta
tions, for continued success as an ex
ponent of intelligence as opposed to dull
ness, erudition as opposed to college
humor, and progressiveness as opposed
to static backwardness.

DRINKS

BRE AKF AST—LUNCHEON—DINNE R

Mueller Studio
Constantly Serving
Kenyon

LIQUOR—WINE—BEER
Cocktail Hour 4:30 to 6—All Cocktails 20c
during that time

May, 1937
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Intention

I

T IS not merely the duty of a college magazine
to register the traditions of the institution, the
essential spirit of the student body. But with
more feeling for an obligation than that Hika would
prefer to register the best traditions of Kenyon, the
best essential spirit of Kenyon scholars. Aware of
that unfortunate but natural inclination by which
we seem to get more pleasure out of the Weaver's
Song than Kenyon Farewell:—everyone enjoys sur
reptitiously certain things below his finer tastes—
Hika would prefer to pro
vide the higher pleasure.
Retaining something of
its original character, this
magazine could easily revert
to the college comic type;
follow a lead that is no lon
ger a lead, but is rather an
:O
unrepresentative and un
satisfactory relaxation from
honest creation. We believe
that the interest of schol
V
ars is turning from second
hand humor to genuine con
cern with satisfying higher
tastes.
Without jumping the gun,
Hika would like to be a lit
tle in advance of undergraduate tendencies rathei
than following in a poor rear.

Attitudes

Scholarso

There must be something about Phi Beta Kappa
that not many know, some eminence or delusion of
eminence that defies contradiction of its members.
This is not derogatory toward that excellent fra
ternity ; on the contrary, it is said in a benign
spirit in an effort to provide additional incentive to
aspirants, to point out what the Phi Bets have and
we have not.
A poor average fellow got into an argument with
one of these learned persons not long ago, and upon
May, 1937

presenting what he believed to be an undeniable
truth, received in reply the following pronounce
ment:
"Listen, you can't argue with me. I'm right; I
know I'm right. You should take my word for it.
I'm a Phi Bete."
On the other hand, we know something admirable
about the average fellow, too. This is so representa
tive, that even average fellows can laugh at it. A
language student remarked, as he struggled with a
translation, "It's hell to go on day after day seeing
the same words you don't
know."

Impedimenta
Dubois, Constructeur, 49
Avenue Rosny, Le Perreux,
Paris, has the best business
you ever heard of. It is espe
cially fitting
that this in
formation be brought to the
attention of numerous Ken
yon scholars who will travel
in Europe this next sum
mer. Although Dubois, Con
structeur, tries to keep you
in France merely ("Bring
your camera, France is very beautiful," he says,)
this stuff is good enough for any place.
Dubois, in short, builds bicycles to measure. He
sends out to probable European travelers a folder
that is, above all, delightful to read. Right away
you are presented with a sort of enthusiastic cry,
purporting to be that of the happy person who for
the very first time beholds a product of Dubois,
Constructeur: "Aha, it's a Dubois!" The top of
this folder bears two photographs, one of a male
and one of a female cycle. It was this difference of
sex in cycles which was a blow to us, since despite
the obvious distinction between what we had been
content to call the "girl's bike" and "boy's bike," we
had never been introduced to the manufacturer's
more objective terms.
5

We wonder what these bicycles do not have. Look
at this:
Six-Speed, Long-Distance Touring Bicycles Built
to Your Measure and Guaranteed to Fit. With them
75 to 150 Miles a Day may be covered without un
due fatigue. They are not toys, but the UTMOST
in DESIGN, QUALITY OF PARTS and WORK
MANSHIP. Gears shift, like cars, for hills! ThreePosition Handlebars with Resilient Air-cooled
Grips. (High bars optional) Generators for Head
and Tail Light. Safe Leather Saddles (no injuries).
Front and Rear Brakes. Light Balloon Tires for
Comfort. Pump, Bell and Carrier. Order should
arrive 30 DAYS BEFORE YOU DO so Your
Bicycle can be READY! Bring: Suede jacket or
sweater, knickers or shorts and Lisle golf hose with
you. Other Accessories, Maps, Camping Equip
ment, available here. Ladies should order man's
cycle unless they intend to wear skirt with ample
pleats! Knickers are most practical.
We can just see some people we know done up
with that rig.
But the best part of all is the method for measur
ing yourself for your made-to-measure cycle. We
would like to see some people we know doing this
too.
"Stand in your stocking feet with the distance
exactly 12" between them and measure the exact
perpendicular distance from the bones on which
you sit to the floor. Get it Right."
The next instruction offers a predicament to
bachelors or lonely people who haven't got anyone
to help them. They could do it with a tape measure
though, we guess.
"Stand in a corner and measure from fingertips
to fingertips
along the wall with both arms out
stretched to fullest extent."
If you accomplish all this and send what you get
to Dubois, you will have the dandiest bicycle you
ever saw from prices of $45.00 (900 Francs) to
$140 (2800 Francs). This should be very attractive
to the college student, who hates regimentation and
keeps demanding reassurance that he is still an
individual.

Apology
This magazine thinks it has made the most
frightful typographical error in the world. While
not pointing it out, we beg pardon most abjectly,
having been swept off our feet by the import of it.
This is the sort of oversight that rouses the victim
of it, destroys illusions and creates a tension.

Practice
Kenyon College has recently lost its most endur
ing, tolerant friend. Not long ago the squire who
has his farm down on the Coshocton Road, where
Route 366 ends, stood out in his yard and surveyed
with dismay his trees, which were festooned with
streamers of white tissue paper.
6

"They've busted my fences with their cars, sc'red
my hens out'n layin', and I says nothing, but this
beats all. Yes sir, it sure does. Yes sir, it sure
does."
Far over head an aeroplane circled under the
steel hand of some Kenyon scholar. Suddenly a
white streamer rolled out from it, writhed and
drifted downward. Quickly the plane swung about
and dived down, cutting through the streamer with
its wings. The pieces continued downward, and
repeatedly the plane circled to cut through them.
"Beats all," said the squire.
He went to his barn, brought out a ladder and
began plucking this questionable decoration from
his trees.
The Escadrillo Kehon was training for the Na
tional Collegiate Air Meet. The ingenuity of Mr.
Gretzer and his supernumeraries is wonderful in
deed, as shown by the remarkable devices they have
used in practice. This latest is almost too earthy for
the lofty heroics of airmen, and we have been some
what disillusioned.
But there is another side which was pointed out
to us by an aeronautics scholar, who said, "Well,
anyhow it's cheap practice. A nickel a roll, or less
if you buy a dozen."

Talk
At last we have seen through someone and have
discovered the reason for the susceptibility of Ken
yon scholars to rumor. This shows what people are
like, so you had better watch out.
"Hey, did you hear about them having women
janitors in the divisions pretty soon?"
"No!"
"Yeah. Next year maybe."
"Who said?"
"Oh, somebody. I don't remember."
"Aw, nothing but a rumor. What you want to
go spreading that stuff for?"
Then this person who had just called the in
formation "rumor" did this: He went through a
door and met a friend.
"Hey, did you hear about the women janitors?"
"Women janitors!"
"Yeah, next year or pretty soon anyway."
"How do you know?"
"What's-his-name just told me. 'Sa fact."
"Well
This is a vicious condition, certainly, but it gives
us scholars something to talk about. Nobody cares
what we have to say anyway.

Humors
It is noticeable that every division on the Hill has
its own special humor, spirit of play grown out of
(Continued on page 20)
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he Painted Statue

T

HE name of Lysander of Chios appears in
most histories of Greek art with some such
note as the following: "A sculptor, flour
ished 5th century B.C. Highly esteemed by his con
temporaries; no known work extant." Some books
add (with skeptical footnotes) the old story that
Phidias invited Lysander to collaborate in the
decoration of the Parthenon. Lysander, it is said,
refused to leave his island without the assurance
that all his statues should be painted by Eubulus
the son of Philocles.
The latter was the pupil and son-in-law of
Lysander. He never became a great sculptor, but as
a painter of statues he won the praise of all the
artists of his day. It was he who colored Lysander's
Andromache which stood in the temple of Poseidon
at Chios; and in spite of its small size (for the
temple was a small building) the Andromache was
said to be the most beautiful statue outside of
Athens.
For six centuries the statue was the glory of
Chios. In 187 A.D. the emperor Commodus an
nounced that he would honor the memory of
Lysander by removing his work to Rome to adorn
the arena where the emperor himself sometimes
appeared as a gladiator. Before he could make good
his promise the Andromache had mysteriously dis
appeared and so had the
attendants of the temple.
Commodus ordered the
temple to be destroyed,
and all Chios suffered
from his anger, but the
statue could not be
found.
The general
theory was that it had
\
been sunk in the Aegean.
In the spring of 1936,
a peasant of Chios who
had made a clearing in
an ancient wood was
digging a foundation for
his new house. Before
he had dug very deep he
discovered that some
thing had been buried
there, and, thinking of
stories of hoards of gold,
he continued digging
until he had brought to
light the statue of a
May, 1937
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beautiful woman in antique dress. He swallowed
his disappointment as best he could and made his
discovery known to the authorities in the hope of
winning some small reward.
The first announcement that the Andromache had
been discovered was received skeptically, but its
authenticity was soon established. The statue be
came the property of the Greek government, which
placed it in the local museum, which, incidentally,
stands on the site of the ancient temple of Poseidon.
Later it was sold to the McDuffie Institute of Clas
sical Art in Los Angeles. The price was not made
public, but it is known that a British offer of
twenty-five thousand pounds had been refused.
Clifford V. Hynes, the director of the McDuffie
Institute is an enthusiast for up-to-date publicity
methods, and for some time Lysander of Chios got
almost as much space in the Los Angeles papers as
the newest Hollywood romance. The Sunday before
he sailed for Greece, Hynes had a full page in the
magazine section of the Los Angeles Beacon. His
concluding paragraph read as follows:
"We who live in a world of the ugly and the com
monplace may console ourselves with the reflection
that a renaissance of the Greek sense of beauty is in
process of development. There can be no doubt that
its centre will be here in sunny California where
alone the modern will to
progress is combined
with the aesthetic sensi
bility of the antique
world. It will be a mat-,
ter of rejoicing not only
to Californians, but to
all true lovers of the
beautiful that good for
tune has made it pos
sible to place the Andro
mache of Lysander in
the one community of
i
the present day which
by its own artistic con
sciousness is worthy to
possess such a treasure.
Only one saddening re
flection is forced upon
us, and that, alas! quite
irremediable; the An
dromache must, in the
very nature of things,
7

show the inevitable effects of the finger of time.
Could we but see it as it was when first unveiled in
Chios! Then, indeed, we could ask for nothing
more."
Now these words came to the attention of Lysander and Eubulus in the Limbo of virtuous pagans,
and, as Dante indicates, the inhabitants of this cir
cle enjoy certain privileges. Although Dante men
tions no other instance, it need not be assumed that
Vergil alone was allowed to leave the region tem
porarily for some special occasion. It was known
there, though no one on earth knew it, that the
curator of the Museum of Chios was a direct de
scendant of Eubulus and Lysilla, daughter of Lysander, and although he himself never knew it, his
conduct as described in the next paragraph was
inspired by his great ancestors.
This man, Stephen Glafkos by name, knew a
great deal about ancient Greek sculpture. He knew
that marble statues were sometimes painted, and he
had developed some theories about the technique
of the ancient painters. But the idea of applying
his theories to the Andromache would never have
entered his head had Lysander not put it there; nor
would he have dared to choose his colors, much less
to put them on the statue, had Eubulus not inspired
him with his own taste, and guided his hand. When
the work was finished, Glafkos was pleased; but
Lysander felt the same triumph he had felt twentyfour centuries before.
Now Hynes, too, knew that the Greeks had
painted their statues, but he considered this merely
a regrettable fact which had better be ignored,
since it could not be denied. When he saw the
Andromache he was quite sincerely shocked, and
he thoroughly intended to denounce Glafkos as a
conscienceless vandal,
Unfortunately, he was
obliged to speak French, which robbed his remarks
of some of their force, and Glafkos, who spoke
French fluently, defended himself so vigorously
that Hynes was somewhat cowed. So he said no
more, merely resolving in his own mind that before
showing the statue in Los Angeles he would remove
every vestige of color.
Before the day set for the exhibition, the Los
Angeles Sunday Beacon published another Hynes
article with a full-page color reproduction opposite.
Hynes described his denunciation of Glafkos as he
had intended it to be, and left the impression that
the Greek had been thoroughly crushed. The article
continued:
"Apart from the abominable vandalism of the
act, the colors themselves were consummately and
vulgarly hideous; a clear indication of the hopeless
barbarism of the modern Greek. On the left side of
the opposite page is a color-photograph of the statue
as I found it; on the right I have added a con
8

jectural reconstruction of its actual appearance in
its original colors, as determined by the principles
of Greek aesthetics as revealed by long study. The
difference is apparent at a glance."
Indeed it was. Neither the article nor the ac
companying picture were seen by Lysander or
Eubulus, for, as has been already said, the virtuous
pagans enjoy certain privileges.

DEFENSE OF US
is an old German proverb: schnell
T HERE
fertig ist die Juy'end mit dem Wort, das schiver

sich handhabt wie des Messers Schneide. Roughly, it
may be translated as "youth is quickly ready with
words, which are as difficult (and as dangerous) to
handle as the blade of a knife." We feel that this
proverb is self evident, but it has an underlying air
of being the carefully cogitated drawling of an old
gray-bearded wiseacre. Unfortunately, there is
nothing in this statement to take issue against. We
say unfortunately, because we feel that we really
ought to support the proverb by coming back with
some smartaleck remark. Nothing would please
the originator (or any of the numerous individuals
of the same type) more than to hear such a re
sponse.

For ages it has been a characteristic of youth to
be questioning, iconoclastic, and ever suspicious of
the veracity of the advice of its elders. It has been
equally characteristic of the elders either to shake
their heads in utter despair of the younger genera
tion or to hit the ceiling in condemnation of their
progeny. With few exceptions, each has stood his
ground with no concessions, for generation after
generation.
Why has age, of varying degrees, basked under
the conviction that it is the cynosure of infallibility?
Surely its only claim lies in the experience of its
years. Granted, its experiences along certain defi
nite lines are well worth the transference to the
next generation, and are usually accepted with
thanks, but its fallibility lies in the illusion that its
experience is transferable to other fields. Just as
students are too often duped into believing what a
professor says on a subject outside of his field, be
cause he does know what he is talking about in his
own field, so has age tried to dupe youth with ad
vice on subjects it knows nothing about. Age must
realize that what sound advice it gives will probably
be ignored for the more intriguing process of trial
and error. Youth must discriminate useful advice
from the majority of offers and learn to be tolerant.
—S. W. R.
H I K A for

Captain Kjerson
By Richard Shorkey

T

HE freighter "Sonnenfjord" was steaming
slowly past Alexandria Bay, a small village
near the Ontario end of the St. Lawrence
river. The sun began to show a red rim over the
low hills surrounding the rambling town, making it
appear as a blue, misty, mass to those who stood on
deck. The morning watch was coming on duty, and
the wheelman was rubbing his eyes, stretching like
a cat in anticipation of the eight hours sleep ahead
of him. The river at that time of the morning was
not busy, few small craft ventured out as yet, and
only one or two lake boats could be seen in the dis
tance.
The trip thus far from Montreal had been un
eventful, so uneventful in fact that the more super
stitious of the sailors were already conjuring up in
their minds fearful things that might happen be
fore the "Sonnenfjord" disposed of her cargo of
English tractors at Toronto. The "Sonnenfjord"
was a boat of ancient build, flew the Norwegian
jack, and was one of the most decrepit crafts in
the service. Known from Liverpool to the "Soo" as
one of those "Scowegians," she was the picture of
antiquity, her deck plates blistered from many
years exposure to the scorching sun, her side plates
showing great patches of rust, one blade of her pro
peller half gone, superstructure a dirty gray; in
deed, a true tramp of the seas. Yet she was a pay
ing boat, for the simple reason that she was con
tinually kept shorthanded, never repaired, and run
on the worst coal that her boilers could stomach.
But even her owners could no longer close an eye
to her decrepit condition, and this was her last run.
"Deliver her cargo and sell her for scrap," her
owners had told Captain Kjerson. "Another of our
line will pick up you and the crew for the return
voyage."
So one morning the "Sonnenfjord" had put out
of Liverpool, wheezing and groaning, so sickly that
there was some doubt in mind of everyone whether
or not she would survive the voyage.
It was with little wonder then that Kjerson
seemed satisfied that particular day. Almost to
Lake Ontario and no more trouble than a leaky
cylinder packing. True, the old engines were wheez
ing and panting, but that was to be expected after
a two thousand mile sea voyage, and partly in rough
weather at that.
Eight miles further down the river, the "Sonnen
fjord," slowly, almost haltingly, steamed into Clay
ton. For all the times that Kjerson had seen this
May, 1937

same sight, he still looked upon it with a kind of
attachment. Ahead, as far as the eye could reach,
lay open water. Through the blue haze that heralds
the advent of a hot, sultry day, he could see ma
jestic Grindstone island to his right, and the main
land of New York state to his left. The island,
twelve miles long and four miles wide, was the
grandfather of the whole Thousand Island group.
Further ahead, miles away, it seemed, although
only about ten, lay St. George Island, a little to the
left of the channel. To his left, snuggled in a cove,
and with a bay to the west of it, lay Clayton.
Irregular in form, and with all its main buildings
opening on to a dock that extended the length of the
town on the river, it looked for all the world
through the blue haze, like a pile of blocks, piled
haphazardly one on the other. Soon the buildings
became discernible, and the Captain could see on
the east end of the row of docks the colliery where
they would soon take on coal.
The pilot was bungling, ignorant of how to dock
the boat. The Norwegians were excellent salt water
sailors, but no good on the river. The course that
the boat described as she swung slowly around was
tortuous and uncertain. She came in slowly, almost
thrusting her prow into the dock as she straight
ened around. Soon the lines were thrown over to
waiting longshoremen, and in a minute puffing
steam winches were tightening the lines, pulling the
ship up to the dock. Kjerson sighed with relief
when the boat was finally docked; a month before
another boat had torn up a hundred feet of dock,
taking the customs house with it. This peeved the
officers, for it interrupted their fishing for a week
till the dock was repaired.
Almost immediately the trimmers were aboard,
descending into the cavernous hold of the ship.
Husky men, theirs was the task to see that the coal
was spread evenly in the bunkers, so that they could
be completely filled. Soon the coal shute was lowered
over the open hatch, and a signal from the mate, the
coal came rumbling down the shute, softly at first,
then louder and louder, until the din was almost un
bearable. Accompanying the noise was a cloud of
dust so thick and acrid that only those on duty re
mained near.
The coaling was completed in less than an hour,
and the ship made ready for departure. The last
(Continued on page 14)
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Bishop Chase Leaves Gambier
Magnanimiter Crucem Sustine
Bishop Chase in the early day
Packed his bags to ride away.
Through a clear September dawn
The rising sun looked down upon
Works of the Bishop's hand and will:
In the valley it warmed the Bishop's mill,
Gaunt and new by the willowed river
Where the mill-race flashed, a golden shiver
Of light, through stubble fields that lay
Tawny beside the waters' play;
It shone upon the hill, and made
Bright pools of green beneath the shade
Of oak trees in the ancient wood
Where the Bishop's town and college stood—
Cabins of log; but above them tall
The clean stone of a lofty hall
Lifted heavenward a spire
Tipped with a glint of morning fire;
And leaf-flecked columns, newer still,
A Greek gleam on a western hill,
Marked Rosse Chapel where it grew.
The vision that the Bishop knew
In sleepless nights, raised strong and fair
Its roof-trees in the morning air.
But Bishop Chase that shining day
Saddled his horse to ride away.
Cincinnatus pawed the earth
As the Bishop tightened his saddle girth,
But his master had no thought for him;
He tugged the leather with a grim
Intensity, as to find
In deeds the spill-way for a mind
Flooded to danger—thrust the end
Into its loop, and turned to send
Dudley, his stripling son, who stood
Silent at his father's mood,
To fetch the bags beside the door.
The Bishop limped, for his leg was sore—
His coach had wrecked six months ago
On distant journeyings to and fro
For his college—and the ache
Smote him as a gad to wake
Slumbering furies in his frown.
Little men had cast him down:
Little whispering men who schemed
To snatch the vision he had dreamed—
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Dreamed and builded. Where were they
When he came his wintry way
By sled, by horse, on ice, through snow
Westward fourteen years ago?
What did they know of journeys done
In pelting rain and burning sun—
The very memory made them seem
Years of travel in a dream—
Through yellow floods and root-clogged mire
To reek before some cabin fire
And in the heaving tallow light
Bring God's comfort to the sight
Of dying men? Remembered names!
Old man Finley near St. James',
Cross Creek: "Do I live to see
The day my Bishop comes to me?"
Well, that was worth a weary ride!
Twelve hundred miles from side to side
He rode his field in half a year
And learned the apostle's hope and fear
Of reapers few and harvest good.
Then home again, to chop the wood,
Feed the stock and light the fires
And heave the stable muck from byres
Like any laborer, day by day—
He never got a cent of pay
And had his family to keep.
Then in the weary night 110 sleep
For thought of deeds undone. But things
Were not the shears to clip his wings:
Like a wild horse beneath the spur
His spirit plunged; he felt the stir
Of shame that in the endless work
Of serving stables he must shirk
God's service. So he smouldered on,
Doing the things that must be done,
Three hopeless years, while deep inside
Boiled up the slow volcanic tide.
Thus saith the Lord! At last it came,
A sudden burst of dazzling flame.
Thus saith the Lord! He knew his plan.
They said he was a crazy man:
He knew; he went; and there it stood,
Kenyon College, strong and good.
Let the scoffers mark it well;
Let them shake their heads and tell
How he came to them with gold.
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First the London lodging, cold
With fog, where by the smoking grate
He sat long, crawling hours to wait
One friendly sign, one word of cheer,
While jealous Hobart, from the rear,
Volleyed out warnings, made him seem
False shepherd of a wandering dream—
Bishop Hobart of New York
Doing well the Devil's work!
Ha! But he beat Hobart!—Through
The Bishop's eyes of summer blue
Flickered a gleam, half rage, half mirth.
As he brooded by his hearth
Carriage wheels were at the door,
And Gambier, coldly courteous, bore
This bishop-errant off to test
Truth or falsehood. For the rest,
Success: let one word tell the tale
Of triumph, till with happy sail
He brought his college home with him
And reared its roof-trees in the dim
Ohio forests.
Triumph, ay:
To watch the stone walls rising high—
Those great blocks hewn from native soil—
In massive order, by slow toil
Assuming form; to walk at night
And by Orion's sloping light,
Or in the deeper shadows cast
By moonbeams, glory in the vast
Uplifting shoulders; or at dawn
To hear his workmen hammering on
The scaffolds while the first slant gleams
Shone yellow on the oaken beams,
As day by day the labor grew
To consummation, and he knew,
Like God in Eden's primal wood,
The thing his will had wrought was good.
And so, like God, he named it all:
Gambier the town, and for the hall,
Kenyon—a deathless monument
To those who at his bidding spent
Their English gold; for deathless, sure.
He knew his college would endure
And bear with it to future fame
And living memory the name
Of every friend he won across
The ocean—Marriott, Lady Rosse,
Harcourt—all, like mellow chimes,
Should echo down to*later times
Familiar words by which to call
Chapel, park, or college hall.
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And there would be a real chime too;
But meanwhile there was much to do,
And dreams would keep; he labored on,
Doing the things that must be done,
Until one day a great bell woke
Within the tower and, thundering, spoke
The deed accomplished: Not to me,
The glory, Lord, he unto Thee
To make this college on its hill
A mighty fortress of Thy ivill!
So visions into form were wrought,
Ten years of labor crowned.—Then what?
He, while no other stirred a hand,
Had brought them money, found them land,
Raised spires against the western sun—
Done all they said could not be done;
And when, like Abraham of old,
Ruling as patriarch his fold,
He—Who with more right?—laid down laws,
These selfsame futile men found cause
To blame him; found in him a lack
Of courtesy; met behind his back
And meddled. When he went to beg
Funds from Congress, smashed his leg
In Cumberland, and two months lay
Sore in heart and body, they
Had not the grace to say a prayer
Or send a word of comfort there.
No; they were busy, to a man,
Spinning at their spider's plan:
Letters whispering many a charge
Against him to the church at large;
And cold avoidance when he came
Once more limping home to them—
The insolence that terriers show
A mastiff who won't look so low.
And so God's stronghold in the West
Held neither charity nor rest
While summer ripened out of spring
And brought, with all its ripening,
The bumper harvest of their hate.
Across convention floor the late
Mote-laden beams of evening sun
Streamed ruddy, lighting one by one
Face after face that eyed him there,
Upright in his bishop's chair:
Upright though his wounded limb
Hour after hour had nagged at him
While friend and foe talked on and on;
Upright when the deed was done,
And in the walls that he had built
They stabbed him to the very hilt.
Now that their schemes had won, they sat
Like mice that, having belled the cat,
Are frightened at their hardly dreamt
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Success. He saw them with contempt.
These were not foes to stir the blood
Like the old ones. A stream in flood
Raged downright at you with a roar,
And it was drown or gain the shore
Force against force. The wilderness
Swallowed you whole, but none the less
You fought with ax and saw and plow
Until you tamed the beast somehow.
And there was joy in fighting men
Who took your blow and came again
To strike an honest counter-blow,
Like Hobart. But to have the foe
Not face to face; the weapons words
That stabbed like secret knives, not swords;
To see the enemy too late
Lurking like wolves to vent a hate
Bigger than one of them could bear
Without the other wolves to share
The brunt of cowardly victory—
Enough! Let such poor creatures be!
They had his answer: "I will go
Rather than keep the idle show
Of rights and powers that are mine,
And so in God's name I resign
My office. You have prayed for peace—
Have it; and henceforth, without cease,
Christ grant that peace may be enjoyed
By Kenyon College." Then a void
Was in the hall; he limped away
In scornful silence, and dismay
Held them before his empty chair:
The wounded eagle rode the air
Untamed—untamed; but wounded sore.
Then to come knocking at his door!
To hope that with a pious phrase
Or mounting words of hollow praise
They could persuade him not to go!
He heard them standing, and his No
Closed like an iron gate; so they
Had no more words, till one said, "Pray,
Pray, sir, that God may grant you light"—
He took his hand—"to see aright
Your duty." And he bowed the head.
"I will not pray!" the Bishop said,
And shook loose from the sullying grasp,
Flaming. But when he heard their gasp,
"Well, I will pray; but not for light
When all is much too clear. Good night."
A courteous host, he saw them out
And closed the door; then turned about
Shaking with all the unloosed power
Of stifled rage that hour by hour
Had swelled within him. "God knew well
His needs when he created Hell!
It is not mine to judge—and yet,
Of brazen rascals I have met
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These are the flower and very crown.
To stab a man, and then stoop down
To kiss the wound! Yes, wife, I know
It pains the more to hear me so
Let fly with words—but these ingrates,
William Sparrow and his mates—
Aydelotte and all the rest
Of the cuckoos fouling their own nest!
Who killed Cock-robin? William Sparrow!
How forgive a man whose arrow
Strikes the hearth that was for years
His second home? I think of Lear's
Picture that hangs here on the wall:
What said King Lear? I gave you all?
But let that be. We two had thought
To end our days in this loved spot;
But, do you see, the hope was vain.
Will you go out with me again,
No bishop, but a pioneer
Breaking the land?"
Without a tear
She faced him, and her hands were laid
Upon his shoulders, and she made
Her answer plain: "Dear heart, you know
Whither thou goest I will go;
You are all the comforts that I prize
Here or wherever."
In his eyes
The blue light flushed, remembering
How hearing her his words took wing:
"Ha!—All is well. And you shall see
God has not finished yet with me;
Hereafter I shall serve His will
Somewhere again, as on this hill.
God knows I lived for that alone
These years; God knows, as every stone
Went up, my heart sent great roots down
Into this soil, till it had grown
As fast as oak. And now to tear
All loose again! Yet I can bear
To do it, knowing I shall face
Fresh labors in some other place,
Though less beloved; knowing too
That I have laid these stones so true
They will endure for later men
To build upon.—What matter then?
I shall go out with break of day
To clear the land, and you shall stay
Until I send; then side by side
We shall await till God provide
What next he wills. Beloved, good night."
The Bishop started as one might
Aroused from sleep. He saw the dawn,
He heard the workers hammering on
His chapel, and he knew the road
That he must travel. He bestrode
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Cincinnatus, on that last day
Mounted his horse to ride away.
He turned his back upon the wall
That he had watched as it grew tall—
He left Old Kenyon to the rear.
The sound of hammers met his ear
Still from the chapel, but he made
No pause, but on, through light and shade,
With eyes unwavering journeyed forth
Along the roadway to the north;
Until, when he had reached the spot
Where once he dug his well, a knot
Of men and women from the town
Stood waiting. Bishop Chase looked down
And drew the rein, for love was here:
In many a woman's eye the tear
Was standing, and men's heads were bare.
He spoke. "My Christian brethren—" —there
His voice shook, and he sat a while
With rocky face, and then a smile
Broke through: "Dear friends, I thank you all:
You, Tom, you Mary,—I can call

You every one by name—all friends!
It grieves me, much, that this day ends
Our days together-you to stay
In Gambier, I to go away
Forever. Friends, we built this place
With labor: if Philander Chase
In one last urging may prevail,
Love Kenyon, love and serve her well.
We live, and die, and are forgot—
Nothing. But in this hallowed spot
These towers shall rise when we are dust,
And men shall bless our names, that must
Be faded otherwise. The pain
Of parting will be gone again—
The deed lives on." He touched his horse.
"God keep you." And he took his course
Northward again. They watched him go
Until an oak bough, sweeping low,
Hid him, gone to his toil's release
At the end of the road, in the Valley of Peace.
—PHILIP W. TIMBERLAKE.

If a sufficient number of subscriptions are obtained, a private printing of this ex
cellent work in book form will be made. Address subscriptions to HIKA, Gambier, O.

CAPTAIN KJERSON
(Continued from page 9)

few stragglers made their way up the narrow gang
plank, which was then hauled in. The lines were
cast off the snubbing posts and pulled aboard like
writhing snakes. Amid throaty blasts of the whis
tle, the Sonnenfjord pulled slowly away from the
dock, her propellor biting angrily into the green
water, churning it into a white foam. Her de
parture, such as it was, attracted little attention,
for the townspeople were used to many such ar
rivals and departures every day.
Only her captain seemed to show much interest
in the town. He stood alone, a stolid figure, on one
of the after hatches. His eyes were not focused on
any one thing in particular, in fact, on nothing at
all. In his mind's eye he was seeing Liverpool re
ceding in the distance, not Clayton. He was seeing
majestic liners pulling into the bay, not small fishingcraft. He was looking at smoky factories, not
ramshackle buildings. He was looking at long
wharfs, not small docks. He was standing on the
"Sonnenfjord's" deck when she was a new boat, not
the old tub she was now. He could feel powerful
engines, resplendent in shiny brass, throbbing
14

under him, not the worn things groaning under
him.
As all sea captains do, he attached a lot of senti
ment with his boat throughout the years he had
commanded her, and the fact that she was to be de
stroyed played deeply upon his heart. He would
sooner see her destroyed by his own hand than sold
to a junk dealer. It would be better that way and
more honorable to himself. It breaks a man's heart
to take his command away from him. Then a
thought struck him like lightning
The "Sonnenfjord" was now well out in the river.
Clayton was no longer in plain sight and they were
nearing the open waters of the lake. Here, just be
fore they reached the lake, the pilot had to be care
ful in following the channel, for at this point it was
so narrow that the larger steamers went around St.
George island to Canadian water to avoid trouble.
With care, however, a boat of the "Sonnenfjord's"
tonnage could navigate it.
The land on each side of the river was beautiful
in its mantle of green; one could see for miles
around the neat farms and thick forests. It was
the kind of land one becomes attached to and suf(Continucd on page 20)
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Three Cunning Monk s
By David W. Jasper

I

N Gallieppo were three monks who, little given
to those holy practices the writs prescribe, dis
pensed their leisure otherwise. One called Fra
Luciano dabbled in alchemy, teaching himself pro---'
foundly in magical and sublime potions. The other
two, called Fra Gaiocchino and Fra Constanti, did
quibble and argue mainly, thereby leaving accom
plishment to Luciano, who, being by nature am
bitious excessively, if simple-witted too, labored to
this end that he concocted a remarkable potion by
an accident of mixture, on which account ensues
this tale.
Now it seemeth this potion, grass-green of hue,
possessed in concentration that potency—in these
days recommended to children—which is ascribed
to spinach, and in truth that weed was the source
of it. In short, this elixir fostered in amazing brief
time a great hirsuteness upon the body, for so was
it demonstrated upon a plucked hen,—albeit the
fowl was dead—by Luciano, who poured into the
bird a wee draught. That the fowl was dead seemed
little to slight the efficacy of the potion, so that
promptly a deal of black hairs did start from the
flesh with the
celerity of
worms emerg
ing ; moreover,
by each new
dose additional
hairs did grow
forth abund
antly. The three
i.
monks, behold
ing this, saw
the fowl quake
and move, seem
ingly i n post
mortem relaxa
IL-A*
tion, and long
ebony hairs to
i
grow upon it
Q3U
v o 1 u m inously
and fall by reas o n of their
length upon the
32SSSK
floor, where the
ends did curl
esthetically, and
>
indeed upon a
wench t'would
have made a

fine seductive crown.
Gaiocchino and Constanti, being less taken by the
miracle of this thing than what gold might be had
by judicious practice of it, fell at once to scheming
and connivance. Luciano, simple tool, fell readily
in with his colleagues to the execution of this vil
lainy.
"Whereas we have devised this miracle," quod
Constanti, "it behoveth us that some profit be con
trived from it. To you, good Luciano, do Gaiocchino
and I advise this; that whereas this elixir hath
these properties that it doth magically engender
hairs and doth seem, as we must believe for our
purpose, to incite activity in this dead pullet, it followeth immediately that in men will it produce
likewise, restoring hairs, and in extreme, life to
the dead. That thou didst find this by merest luck,
so accidental thou hast no formula wherewith to
repeat it, doth multiply its worth exceedingly. Con
sider thou, Luciano, old money-bags who dwelleth
above this town, that ancient Ambruggio, who hath
no hairs and while not being dead, doth approach it
nearly. Methinks he'll give out richly for our
magic."
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Thus came
these villains to
agreement, and
fixing
among
them a con
siderable price,
went to that
p h i lanthropist
Ambruggio,who
received them
to his villa
wherein he re
mained continu
ally, never com
ing forth b y
reason of his
tottering age
and
crabbed
humor. From
his massive
chair, whereon
he sat all bun
dled, his pale
and
running
eyes did survey
them dismally
from his parch15

ment visage. Forthwith they produced that fowl,
full-grown with long black hairs, and demonstrated
by addition of more potion what further growth
might be engendered.
"Look thou, father," quod Constanti, "what mar
vellous hairs are these, and consider the beauty
thereof upon your own (indulgence, father) naked
sconce."
Wrinkled Ambruggio marvelled indeed at this
and did light up well at the monk's suggestion. His
toothless gums did mumble together with excite
ment, and he fondled his smooth pate with one bony
claw. But the ancient was not so easily done as
that, and shortly he said, "Look thou, rogues. It
seemeth thou art no such young cocks as yon hairy
pullet is, yet I mark thou hast not done thyselves
the blessing this potion containeth. Thou art surely
as poorly clad about the pate as I."
"O gracious father," exclaimeth
Constanti, "is it, think you, the
office of holy men to deny this rare
benefice to more needful brothers
X
by our selfishness? Nay, t'is rather
the practice of our order to deprive
us. Moreover, father, this elixir doth
revive the vigor of youth and the
semblance thereof, as well might we
u
show were this pullet yet alive."
Whereupon the three stood piously
in blessed attitudes, Luciano and
i
Gaiocchino seeming to murmur in
the fashion of priests and tell their
beads.
"Restore my youth, thou charla
tan? I think game is made of me.
T'is indeed an unnatural brew thou
hast. Albeit, give me of it that I
may know wherein I profit. Certes, I lose naught
by it."
Then did he stretch forth his wrinkled talons for
the horn wherein they carried it.
"Hold, venerable signor," quod Constanti, hold
ing to his breast the horn of elixir and withdrawing
somewhat, "the ingredients herein are rare. The
purchase thereof well nigh depriveth our order and
those unfortunates dependent upon us of whatso
ever wealth we had. Moreover, the mixture of
this potion cometh by accident and may not be re
covered. There is, generous father, a cost to this
magic which, despite its seeming unreasonable, is
poor indeed considering the miracle it containeth."
"What price?" squeaked the ancient. In sooth,
contemplation on this miracle worked deeply into
Ambruggio and hope outshone what reason age
confirmed. He marked not how readily Constanti
claimed that property of rejuvenation for his potion
when mere restoration of hairs did not incite him.
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"Ten thousand lira is poor, excellent father."
"Olocausto!! Poor indeed! T'will be poorly
given, likewise. Two thousand, no more."
"By the cloth, father, thy yen for youth is poor
enough! Nine thousand."
In this fashion was five thousand lira set and
given by Ambruggio who, the three monks having
left the horn to him, took it into his blue hands and
fondled it with that anticipation hope provideth.
For assurance did he examine what hair was upon
the dead fowl and pluck it somewhat to determine
the genuineness of its attachment. At length did
he take up the horn to his purple lips, thinking he
lost nothing thereby, and of a sudden did gulp a
substantial draught of elixir.
0 piteous sight! On an instant the poor relic per
ceived his transformation. Such voluminous hair
started from his body at every pore,
not merely from his pate, that his
garments stood out from his
wizened parts as a pillow-casing
filled with down, and curled ends
proceeded from his sleeves and col
lar. The energy of this growth so
depleted poor Ambruggio he fell
<
swooning upon the marble whereon
he lay until his servants came to
him. But presently was he revived,
whereupon he shouted piteously for
a glass, but swooned again upon
beholding his frightful, hairy coun
tenance, from every wrinkle of
which stood forth a tuft of ebon
hairs; and his whole body likewise,
so that he seemed a wild creature of
cold habit appointed for a hard
winter. Recovered again, he fell
acursing and damning his easy seduction and those
dissembling ecclesiastics, for he perceived straight
way that he was no more the youth than erstwhile,
and was not like to be, for he marked by parting
his copious fur how shrivelled and ancient his car
cass yet was.
"Holy Mother!" and "perdition!" he roared con
tinually, with a fervor belying his age. His ser
vants beheld him, amazed.
In this pitiable state did he, within the day, re
gain a deal of strength. Quickly did he devise a
cunning plot whereby he might be revenged, and
calling unto him a special henchman, a youth of his
retinue, he instructed him to his purpose. To this
end likewise did he dispatch a note by another of
his creatures to those three rogues.
"Holy fathers, greetings:—
Such gratitude and thanksgiving for my won
drous condition doth fill me I humbly give invitation
to you all, that in somewise might I offer what
(Continued on page 22)
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RT is principal among
deliberate people. He
thinks things out so
thoroughly that it takes up
much of his time. However,
deliberation is habit, and
the customary use of it does
not deny a quick wit. On
the other hand, he is as
quick as anyone to be a
friend, and there is cer
tainly no better sport, even
at Kenyon.
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happened once that Art
fired the initial shot of what
should have been another of
these beautiful sham battles.
But it was too late, and
everyone was asleep. Dis
couraged, Art went to bed.

However, Harry Koegler
had heard the shot, and next
morning stomping up the
*
,tr=>
stairs to Art's room with a
fine worried look, told him
i
!
that a farmer was down
/
stairs
with a bill for the cow
As all good speakers do,
v'
he had murdered. Things
who have something to say,
like that always sound plaus
he enjoys debating, and as a
ible to the right conscience,
member of the Kenyon De
and Art swallowed it. He
bating Team reached the
ARTHUR PAUL SCHMIDT
admits
his great concern;
district finals in the Peace
also how alert he was for
Oratorical Contest. He is a
days
afterward
for
farmers
with paper in their
charter member of Tau Kappa Alpha, Kenyon's re
hands.
cently installed chapter of the national forensic
" i "if

fraternity; was one of those instrumental in its
formation here.
Art likes guns, probably a result of his military
school training. He is a lieutenant of the R.O.T.C.
The best tale in this connection is this:
It was the custom, before regulations, that on
quiet evenings in winter, or fall, or spring someone
should become devilish and shoot a gun out the
window to break the silence, Immediately every
good scholar with a firearm
was obligated to do
likewise, so that volleys and explosions became
weekly occurrences and scholars waited eagerly for
these inspiring demonstrations with more anticipa
tion that they did for Saturday night. Poor Mac
Frye, the night watchman, was on these occasions
forced to take hiding in Old Kenyon, afraid for his
life, to which indeed there was some danger. It
May, 1937
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He is a black, black Republican of such argumenta
tive vigor he has been forced into an interest in
economics to support himself. Previous to the recent
presidential race of November he had determined on
History as a major, but upon realizing the need for
substantiating theories and statistics to support his
Republican choice he would have changed to Eco
nomics. But do you think they would let him
change? Not much. And so Landon lost.
He has worked as a messenger for the Bank of
Wheeling, West Virginia. Upon graduating from
Kenyon he plans to study law, probably at the
University of Virginia. Then with law training he
expects to go back to the banking business.
Coupled with a genuine interest in Economics,
law training is very fitting to his plans, which are
more than most college graduates have.
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iterary Soundings
By Robert W. PasJcins
Without Armor, by James Hilton, William Mor
row & Company, 309 pp. $2.50.
To the political-conscious, to the historian, and to
those who seek worth and value in a novel disre
garding plot, story, and characterization, Without
Armor presents a vivid cross-section and delinea
tion of Russia as it struggled and writhed under the
tidal-wave of the Red Revolution. The social,
economic, and political chaos of the once well-nigh
stricken and paralyzed country is pictured with
startling clarity and even shocking, sometimes
nauseating, frankness. In this book, can be seen
smouldering in the eyes of an ancient and tortured
peasantry an ideal beautiful in goal and terrible in
method. Even before the Great War the underlying
current broke through, erratic and spottedly like
some huge struggling prairie fire, only to be put
down with terrible violence. Then hardly would it
be extinguished at one point, when it would break
forth anew somewhere else. The World War fur
nishing the incentive, the empty framework of the
imperial regime crumbled quickly before the heart
less onslaught (no more heartless, however, than
the previous decades of tyranny) of the Red sup
porters. There then followed a period of reaction
ary and counter-reactionary battles which soon as
sumed the form of nothing more than ruthless loot
ing, burning, and slaying brigandage. Famine and
pestilence rode cruelly with both parties. Towns
people cowered in their basements caring little
which party held possession of their particular
town for one was as bad as the other. Each had a
vindicative hell seething in its soul and revenge
was carried out unmercifully and impartially on
whomever it chanced upon. Each town was a mi
crocosm of disorder and injustice.
". . . . as night approached, the rage of the in
vaders grew into a very positive determination to
root out all Whites who might be in hiding. Then
began a house-to-house search by
groups of blood-maddened soldiery.
Terrified wretches were dragged out of
doorways and clubbed to death; sev
eral were flung out of high windows
and left broken and dying on the pave
ments. Shops were looted and betterclass citizens seized in their houses, ac
cused vaguely of having assisted the

Whites, and butchered there and then on their own
thresholds."
Thousands of peasants choked the roadways, each
with his few personal belongings tied to his back,
his cottage having been burned and his fields
gutted. Vacantly and dispassionately he plodded.
No one knew from whence he came nor where he
was going and no one seemed to care. A nerveless
atmosphere of fatalism settled upon the country
and was not unmixed with a certain kind of simple
yet astute moral philosophy. This latter was espe
cially characteristic of the soldiers who fought quite
uninterestedly for whichever side would pay them
the most.
". . . . he expounded a theory of the decadence
of western civilization and the possible foundation
of a new and cruder era based on elementals such as
hunger, thirst, cruelty, and physical uncleanliness.
'No man has really eaten until he has starved, or
been clean until he has felt the lice nibbling at him,
or has lived until he has felt death.' "
In regard to civil war, one soldier was known to
have made this remark in its defense and justifica
tion : "It is better, my friend, that I should kill you
for your wife, or for the contents of your pockets,
than that we should stand in opposing trenches and
kill each other anonymously because a few men in
baroque armchairs a thousand miles away have
ordered us to."
But the story itself (and that, skimming reader,
is what my none-too-probing mind turned to) has
to do with an Englishman of decent culture and
breeding and of good education who was plunged
unreasonably into the very vortex of this mad yet
justifiable chaos. By a twist of fate, he was made
Assistant Commissar in the town of Kahlinsk and
through a series of ungovernable events he found
himself designated to take the ex-Countess Adraxine to Moscow where she would be an
important link in a chain of evidence
incriminating herself and the rest of
the deposed royalty and nobility. The
Englishman falls in love with her and
most of the story itself is given over to
recounting their attempt to get out of
Russia. The description of their suffer
ings and hardships engendered in my
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mind the opinion that Mr. Hilton really can write.
When he describes their craving for water, the
reader is very apt to get up and get himself a drink.
And when the Countess, having traveled thousands
of miles in the most racking privation, dies bravely
yet resignedly of typhoid fever within a mere forty
miles of safety, not only does the Countess die, but
the Englishman dies, the reader dies, the book ends,
and life hardly seems worth the trouble of getting
up in the morning, so convincingly does Mr. Hilton
write.
The last forty or so pages give a summary of the
Englishman's life after he finally does get out of
Russia, but one has the feeling that he is perform
ing his task of living quite mechanically as though
he was waiting, as though he were really already
dead and only an empty shell were carrying on.
One feels as though the very reason for his ex
istence had been taken away, as though he too had
died a long time ago in a gutted war-weary village.
Perhaps the true value of Without Armor lies in
its exposition of the conditions of revolutionary
Russia, but it is my conjecture that the average
reader will sit for some time after closing the cover
on the last page musing upon how utterly futile
Fate sometimes renders the life of a man, useless to
society, indifferent to his ideals, and unfaithful to
his god.
—ROBERT W. PASKINS.

CAPTAIN KJERSON
(Continued from page 1U)

fers a certain nostalgia in leaving. Captain Kjer
son was suffering now, and that, coupled with his
strong attachment to his boat, maddened him and
drove him to seize upon the plan that had occurred
to him earlier in the day. He made his way to the
pilot house where the wheelman was absorbed in
his job of steering the ship safely through the chan
nel. So engrossed was he that he scarcely heard the
captain's light step behind him. And so clever was
the captain in the use of his blackjack, that the
pilot didn't feel the blow the captain delivered him
with a fierce and quick motion.
And after watching the pilot sink quickly and
quietly to the floor the captain gave the wheel a
quick twist to the left and braced himself for the
crash.
The "Sonnenfjord" wheeled crazily over to the
port side and pushed her nose deep into the sand
bar on that side of the channel. Everyone was
thrown into confusion, but the captain, as all good
captains should, soon had the situation in hand,
and, leading a party composed of the mate and the
engineer and two seamen into the wheelhouse later,
20

after most of the crew was ashore, expressed as
much surprise as anyone when they saw the un
conscious wheelman.
They still talk, up in Clayton, of the strange man
ner in which the ancient "Scowegian" scuttled in
the narrows in broad daylight. Some twenty years
ago, that was, yet any "bull session" between two or
more natives of the district up there sooner or later
narrows down to a discussion of what really hap
pened. No cargo lost, they say, no lives either,
although the wheelman suffered from headaches
long after that. And no one knows to this day how
he was struck, or by whom; he himself cannot
imagine. An investigation was held, the captain
was exhonerated of any blame, and nothing was dis
covered. Kjerson is an old, old man now, having
long since outlived his usefulness. But somehow he
has never regretted that one rare instance in his
life when sentiment and tradition were put above
honor and duty.

EDITOR'S PAGE
(Continued from page 6)

its particular personalities. No one will laugh at
the other, however, because it doesn't see anything
funny at all. This is an evidence of the first symp
toms of cabin fever, divisions representing individ
uals slowly rankling at each other. Perhaps our
vacations are too widely spaced. Divisions have be
come introverts and turn and turn into themselves
too much.
As it is, a couple of scholars will walk behind a
couple of others, look significantly at each other as
seemingly inane conversation drifts back to them,
and mutter knowingly of "weirdies." This sort of
thing is even beyond the remedy of Pan-Hellenic
Councils, deserving the care of everyone who is
not so entrenched in his own humorous rut but that
he still perceives everyone is not out of step but
Casey.
This antagonistic spirit is present to not too ob
vious degree in all inter-divisional business meet
ings. It is, perhaps, natural, but is no less regret
table for being so.

Greeting
Everyone at Kenyon knows everyone else. By this
statement we vindicate Assistant Dean George
Shaffer. By this we also vindicate the Kenyon Col
lege Bulletin. However, the truth of it only com
plicates the predicament we are in, for while we may
know everyone's name, we must see the face to apply
it. Often we have been walking after dark and have
met some shadowy form. We have strained some
what to discover an evidence of his identity but this
H I K A for

is seldom possible. People are crestfallen and suffer
in their egos when they are mistaken for other
people.
And so we have resorted to "hiya," or when the
person has an officious gait, "hello." Sometimes the
unknown will cough characteristically and give him
self away. But most of the time we pass someone
and keep looking back over our shoulder, wondering
who he can be and never find out.

Considerable Age
The college man has a difficult time of it convinc
ing his elders that he really knows something, that
he is, after a fashion, competent. This is all a part
of that process called aging, which is complicated
by all sorts of inner strife, habits of dress, and mere
living. It is very difficult to draw the respect of
manhood when one is rigged with bow tie, dirty
white shoes, ankle-length pants, and turned-up coat
collar. One must maintain a sizable background of
opinions with or without substantiation, a credit
able, well-spiced vocabulary, a matter-of-fact air
that defies awkward circumstances, a brilliant selec-

tion of neckties, and veil it all with a determined
unself-consciousness. The college man is ambiguous
with the childhood habit of submission and the reali
zation of his own growing powers of assertion. Thus
it is that we find him replying to the person who
addresses him as "son" with a reverential "yes, sir,"
and to the newsboy who calls him "sir," with
"sonny."
This department remembers well the first time
it was called "sir," and while it reduces its monu
mental aspect in its own eyes, must admit it. How
ever, it has been recompensed by observing the same
reaction in others, who, this department feels with
pride, were infinitely less adept at concealing their
gratification at being called "sir."

Spoiler
It is significant that the most outrageous, selfish,
mad, and totally backward, statement made on the
Hill this current year is held to be this:
"I think we should have an extra meeting a week,
sir. We are paying for three hours and as it is we
are only getting two hours of classwork a week."

w

ITH that same
ubiquity by
which photographers
were present at the
frightful disaster of
the Hindenburg,
Hika's camera divi
sion was at the scene
of the cataclysm of
M
lit Ml
last Commencement.
WLim
We all recall with hor
ror the explosion and
its aftermath when an unknown and now irreparable
alumnus, exhaling too near a lighted cigar, was
touched off. The suddenness of the misfortune may
be guessed by observing unconcern and cheerfulness
May, 1937
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of the figures in the photograph, An instant later
great flames blotted out the scene, the shrieks of
the burned and terrified mingled with songs of the
happy class reunions in progress nearby.
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thanks my poor means doth afford. I beseech your
presence immediately, gentle fathers, on this thriceblessed day of my youth regained. In all haste,
come.
Benedicite Deus,
Sr Ambruggio da Rimini.
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CHICAGO

Whilst the three monks sat jesting about that
same table whereon the first miracle of the potion
was performed, the messenger of Ambruggio came
unto them offering his invitation. Scarcely did they
trust what it proclaimed and considered well what
it might conceal. However, so gentle was the im
port they could not fear. Rather were they amazed
at this unnatural turn and cursed themselves for
fools, lamenting bitterly how small had been their
price for this treasure.
"Recall, colleagues, how the fowl did move and
pulse with the potion," quod Luciano. "Fools!
Fools, that we have foiled our own ends!"
Then bethinking them to observe this greater
miracle and mayhap to increase their profit by some
deeper trickery, they hastened breathless to the
villa above Gallieppo and shortly entered that room
wherein they had audience before.
And lo! Before that same great chair whereon
old Ambruggio had sat all bundled, seemingly to
withhold his brittle bones from coming asunder,
stood a handsome sturdy youth, of excellent bear
ing, of such fairness and attraction it seemed he
could have been designed by none save magical
elements. Principally did he wear a fine black head
of hairs, which fell regally upon his broad shoul
ders in excellent waves.
"Per Amor de Dio! It is he!" quod Luciano,
whose eyes did pop decisively.
"Certes, t'is a marvellous alteration!" exclaimed
Constanti, likewise amazed but better concealing it.
Wretched Ambruggio, close hidden behind an
arras, did follow all this. To some effort was he
put in restraining his dire rage. Scarcely did he
withhold his demoniacal pleasure from loud expres
sion, and trembling he did smooth and rumple his
long hairs which trailed considerably behind him in
the fashion of a court gown. From his hairy visage
peered those pale and rheumy eyes, which glowed
hideously as do the hound's at the sight of game.
"0 cursed, holy rogues!" he did mumble thickly
through his black beard. "0 devils!"
"'Tis the very man indeed," whispered Gaicchino.
"Look thou. His features bear an older cast though
they be young."
And certainly the handsome fellow could well
have seemed a young Ambruggio, did one put him
self to think on it.
H I K A for

"Welcome, welcome, my fathers! I embrace thee,
I worship thee! 0 angels! See, these generous
tresses, this body! 0 'tis verily as you said it!
Look thou, these arms, these fine legs! 0 I am
young indeed!"
Thus spake the youth, and thereto beckoned them
to him, so that they advanced uncertainly, clinging
somewhat together.
"0 wonderful!" muttered the monks. "0 won
derful!" And they did feel reverently of his hand
some limbs and body, which obligingly he did flex
and bend for their examination.
"Aye, wonderful," mumbled Ambruggio in his
hiding.
"'Twas but a mite of potion made me so," quod
the youth, holding to them the horn wherein was
yet a near full-measure of the elixir. "I have a
quantity there will keep for eternity! Per Dio, I
never die!" he roared, and held the horn above him,
seeming to worship it.
"0 the price was poor indeed! How blessed are
these holy men to give youth at a pittance and deny
themselves! O generous blessed souls, my gratitude
doth slay me, surely. Tell me, fathers, by what
divine madness didst thou ask so poor a price?"
So quickly did Constanti leap forward he stum
bled somewhat, and mumbled abjectly behind his
hand. Then did he drop his ecclesiastic lids sorrow
fully.
"Gracious signor," quod he, "my colleagues and I
do humbly ask thy indulgence. Certes, we are not
the men you call us. Know, good signor, that we
have deceived thee. 'Twas no purpose of ours to
part with all our potion, for in truth thou hast pur
chased that horn we would have reserved for our
own youth, and we are left with but a tiny phial,
not a whit enough for three. Behold this, which we
would have given thee, but in confusion and sub
mission at thy presence gave our own. We are not
so mad we would forego youth, signor mio."
Whereupon Constanti did present from his robes
a phial of pistachio essence, as green as the magical
potion, and bowed low.
"0 lovely villains!" Ambruggio did hiss in ex
ultation as he beheld this.
The youth, in admirable part, did cease his show
of sublime delirium and examined the small phial.
"0 pity! 'Tis true. I see it well." And he did
seem to fall in countenance and droops. At this dis
play Constanti did eye his colleagues and nod his
head somewhat with significance.
"'Tis your will I do return it. Aye, I see it is,
good fathers. But it seemed a fault of thine, you
gave it. By law 'tis wholly mine. But I am kind.
'Twould be poor of me to keep it, and I do return
thy horn at price—five thousand lira."
May, 1937

"0 you are kind indeed, generous, 0 excellent
signor!" This the three did nearly shout in cun
ning gratitude, bowing and scraping.
"Excellent fools!" squeaked exulting Ambruggio,
hopping about in his fur. "0 excellent beautiful
fools!" This exertion did in sooth deplete him. He
tottered somewhat and supported his frame, twiceheavy with hairs, by grasping the arras.
Meanwhile Constanti did produce from his own
and the garments of his colleagues that gold which
they had already divided.
"Here, good signor. Here is thy gold."
Forthwith he snatched the horn from the youth,
and trembling, the three did hastily gulp the dregs
of that elixir. O horrible vision! Straightway were
they transformed, and even as came about upon
Ambruggio, black hairs did sprout in volume from
their every pore, filling their robes to bursting,
flowing in ebony abundance from their sleeves and
the soles of their feet, so that they grew somewhat
taller on the spot. All this did Ambruggio behold,
cackling, and he doddered from his concealment.
"Leave us, knave," he shrieked at his henchman,
who stood bewildered. "Leave us!"
"0 woe!" roared Constanti, perceiving his ghastly
disfigurement, and forthwith his garments split and
fell from him with the quantity of hair they con
tained. The three sank moaning in their horror
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upon the marble before teetering Ambruggio, who
railed madly at them in falsetto, moving with great
trouble under the weight of his hairs. Weakened as
the old man was, but not a whit so vitally, the poor
monks did strive to crawl upon all fours in aimless
endeavor to escape—whither they knew not.
Screeching Ambruggio, maddened in extremity of
vengeful exuberance, flapped and tottered among
them, beating and besetting them horribly but with
little effect, so weak had he become. Presently he
collapsed and sank into a pile of hairs, seemingly by
reason of his shrivelled carcass, to have no sub
stance save his covering.
So overcome were these monks with horror and
dismal pity for their state, they dragged them
groaning to separate corners where they lay, all
hairy and sobbing, while fallen Ambruggio did
mouth and spit at them from the heap of his fur.
All this while that fowl whereon Luciano first
produced a hair, rested upon a table of that room,
witness to the fruits of its example, and the black
hairs upon it did flow upon the floor with their
great length. Half a day was gone since its en
gendering, and presently the strands of this hair
did seem to relinquish their attachment in the flesh
until the fowl was naked.
Luciano, weeping in a corner wherein he had fled,
did shortly perceive this counter-phenomenon, and
the significance thereof at length being borne to him
struggled to his feet, tangled wildly in his hairs.
"Praise heaven, we are saved! We are saved, we
are saved, we are saved!" Whereupon he would
have leaped with joy, but by reason of his entangle
ment, fell flat on his visage, yet continuing to shout,
"O blessed fortune that we are saved!" And he fell
aweeping. His colleagues, staring whereat he
pointed, saw too what he perceived and set to pray
ing and thanksgiving on their own account.
Not long thence Ambruggio, who had taken of
the potion but shortly after the fowl, stirred
violently where he lay, and lo, his covering shed
from his yellow, ancient carcass in patches. Soon
he stood naked and seemed not to comprehend his
freedom, for he rubbed and caressed his bare limbs
in wonderment. In good time the others likewise
were bare, and so great was that joy which filled
them the four did prance and cervet in a naked
Morris dance, slapping one another wantonly upon
the buttocks and making veiy merry. But Ambrug
gio, being no less aged, collapsed, and the three did
lay him tenderly upon the pile of his former hairs.
Natheles, he did survive, and the four of them were
thenceforward excellent friends, moreover, honest
men—as this adventure did instruct them.
But this tale proveth more: that for age and
falling hairs there is no remedy, and mad endeavor
to revive either hath no profit save despair, which,
me thinks, is no gain atal.
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